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Today I am here to…..

1. Introduce 
Sustainable Watershed Systems, 
through Asset Management

2. Announce the Water Balance Express for Landowners

3. Invite SILG to jointly host the 2015 WBM Partners Forum

AND furthermore…
4. Remind you about the ‘ISMP Library’ on waterbucket.ca

5. Ask that you save this date: December 1st



The climate in BC is changing: 
wetter, warmer winters; longer, drier summers. 

“Design With Nature” & “Maintain the Water Balance”
to ensure water supply in dry weather and 
prevent drainage impacts in wet weather. 



Three cascading topics – my objective is to 
whet your appetite to learn more about:

Georgia Basin Inter-Regional 
Educational Initiative – IREI

Beyond the Guidebook 2015: 
Towards a Watershed Health Legacy 
in the Georgia Basin

2015 Water Balance Model Partners Forum



First, some facts about the IREI…

 Launched in 2012

 The Partnership is the secretariat

 Endorsed by 5 Regional Boards, 
including Metro Vancouver –
in April, all recommitted through 2017

 Coquitlam and Surrey represent region 
on the Inter-Regional Leadership Team 

 By 2017, a program goal is that all local 
governments would understand how to 
achieve ‘Sustainable Watershed 
Systems, through Asset Management’



‘Beyond the Guidebook 2015’ is the third in a series ….

Local governments are moving along 
a “continuum of understanding”.

This progress report describes how 
champions on the east coast of 
Vancouver Island and in the Lower 
Mainland are “learning by doing”.

Case study experience provides 
guidance for a collaborative approach.



‘Beyond the Guidebook 2015’ is a work-in-progress 
and the rollout is a soft one to open eyes and minds….

Defines “cascading objectives” for 
Watershed Health, Resilient Rainwater 
Management and Sustainable Service Delivery

Explains three provincial “game-changers”    
(in 2014) that enable local government action   
to restore watershed health

Tells five “regional stories”, including Metro 
Vancouver as viewed through a SILG lens, to 
showcase how everyone benefits from “sharing 
& learning” through inter-regional collaboration



“The farther back you can 
look, the farther forward 
you are likely to see.”

Sir Winston Churchill 
(1874-1965)

The five ‘regional stories’ are important because they 
create an understanding of Context, Intent and Results



“Water‐Resilient Communities” ‐
What happens on the land matters!

It has taken more than a decade to move from the 
‘teachable year’  to an implementation framework …..

2003 – The Teachable Year

2008 – Call to Action

2014 – Game‐Changers Enable Action



The support of the Metro Vancouver Board triggered 
federal funding for the Water Balance Express

“Metro Vancouver 
contributed $50,000 

because widespread use 
of this decision tool will 
help Metro Vancouver 
and members fulfil our 

regulatory commitments.”

Mayor Greg Moore
Metro Vancouver Chair

January 2012 news release



Background Photo: 2011 WBM Partners Forum hosted by Metro Vancouver

Draft Agenda for WBM Partners Forum

 The Regional Story Over the Past Two Decades –
context, intent and results 

 Water Balance Express for Landowners –
 unveil the first three to be implemented in this region:

 North Van District
 Surrey
 Coquitlam

 process to operationalize the Express for more 
partners in BC and beyond

 Water Balance Methodology – explain how to 
implement lessons learned over past 15 years and 
establish watershed targets to mimic water balance

 Sustainable Watershed Systems, through Asset 
Management – previews IREI work plan thru 2017



Express helps landowners meet pre-set 
watershed health targets for volume, infiltration and flow

Interfaced with Google 
Maps / Earth, the Express 

quantifies how well 
properties are performing

We all live in a watershed. 
How well are you doing?

 Click and drag gray, blue and green 
components

 Calculator engine generates a 
weighted score



The WBM Express integrates 
and balances three targets:

 Volume for Interflow Storage

 Release to Sustain Duration of 
Interflow (Shallow Groundwater)

 Area to Allow for Groundwater 
Recharge

How Volume, Release Rate and Area Targets 
are implemented at the site scale to 
mimic the Water Balance….

This is a 
“Rain Garden” 

This shows the results of applying 
the Water Balance Methodology 
to derive the targets.



Reminder to provide “quotable quotes” that 
describe what is noteworthy about individual plans

dropdown for 

Metro Vancouver ISMP Library 
of Watershed-Based Plans

Rainwater Management Community‐of‐Interest 
on the waterbucket.ca website



On December 1st, 
Bob Sandford is our headliner

“The Storm After the Calm: 
Hydro-Climatic Change & Its Consequences” 



By 2017, our goal is that everyone will understand how to achieve…..

“Sustainable Watershed Systems, 
through Asset Management” 

Applies to land uses that local government 
regulates and is founded on an understanding of 
how the Water Balance Methodology integrates 
the Site with theWatershed, Stream and
Groundwater Aquifer


